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NEWS OF OUR CLIENTS

ACMEʼS KAMLOOPER® SPOON — A SECRET WEAPON OF DEEP-THINKING ANGLERS

Designed to Get Down Where The Big Ones Live

If you want to catch the biggest trout, bass, walleye, pike and more, you need to get your lure down to the areas
where they live and feed.  Acmeʼs proven Kamlooper® spoon is specially designed to sink faster and run deeper
than other spoons of its size, making it an ideal choice for targeting trophy gamefish.

The secret to the Acme Kamlooperʼs deep-running performance is its high weight-to-profile ratio that makes this
spoon sink quickly to the depths and track deeper in the water column.   Spinning anglers will find that the Acme
Kamlooper casts like a bullet, even in strong winds.  By counting down and letting this spoon sink to different
levels before beginning their retrieve, anglers can effectively work different parts of the water column until they
find the “feeding zone.”  Stopping the retrieve occasionally not only keeps the lure in the deep strike zones, it also
allows the Kamlooper to flutter enticingly on the fall.  Anglers should be aware for subtle pick-ups as the spoon
drops like an injured baitfish.

Trollers working the Acme Kamlooper will find that it maintains its seductive swimming action over a wide variety
of speeds.  This allows trollers to prospect different depths of the water column by varying the boat speed and
the amount of line behind the boat.  Again, periodically stopping the boat or making hard “S” turns allows the
Kamlooper to fall like an injured baitfish.  This is often the trigger needed to draw savage strikes from
following fish.

Acme offers the Kamlooper in a variety of sizes and patterns to suit different fishing styles and quarries.  The
smallest 1/8-oz. Kamlooper is the best choice for targeting trout, crappie, pond bass and other minnow-eating
predators on ultralight gear.  Acmeʼs 3/16-oz. Kamlooper provides added heft for anglers targeting trout, bass or
walleye on 4- to 8-lb. spinning gear.  The heavier 3/8-oz. Kamlooper is perfect when casting or trolling with 6- to
10-lb. line for larger freshwater gamefish like lake trout, steelhead, bass or pike.  Anglers after large predators like
salmon, pike, muskie, trophy brown trout and Dolly Varden can probe the depths with Acmeʼs hefty 3/4-oz.
Kamlooper, ideal for fishing with 10- to 15-lb. test gear.

Acme Kamloopers come in a range of brightly colored painted/metallic patterns designed for maximum contrast
and visibility in deep, dark waters.  By using both color and flash — combined with an erratic swimming action at
all speeds — Acmeʼs Kamlooper is able to draw smashing strikes from a variety of fresh and saltwater gamefish.

To learn more about fishing with Acmeʼs Kamlooper spoon — or the Acmeʼs full line of proven metal lures for
fresh or salt water angling — contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin St., Providence, RI 02907 • Telephone: (401)
331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com.
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